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The fabric twisted flex is stocked in ten colours. Other colours or styles of flex are available. NB. American flex is plain fabic.

Please Note:  
The above colours are only a guide. When glass is hand-blown the colour will naturally vary depending on the shape and thickness of 
the piece.  Any small imperfections within the glass such as small bubbles, swirls, slight variations in shape, colour and size are part of 
the hand-blown process.

Glass Colours
Glass colour samples can be sent on request. The transparent and 
semi-opaque samples are separate packs so please request both if required.

Semi-opaque

Transparent

Five standard finishes are offered on fittings - other finishes are available on request.Fittings

Antique Gold 

Mushroom 

Deep Khaki

Dark Brown

Black

Flex

Brushed NickelAged Brass Dark BronzeChrome Brushed Brass

Cyan

Celtic Gold

Poppy Red

Silver Grey

Mid Grey
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Bulbs

LED Golf Ball
E27 screw or B22 bayonet
3 watts, 350 lumens, equiv 30W
Warm light 2,700K
Energy rating A
72mm x 45mm
35,000 hour lifetime
2 year warranty
Non Dimmable

Please send your electrician the information below:

Link to Varilight V-Pro dimmer:
http://www.varilight.co.uk/dimmers/v-pro.html

Link to Varilight V-Pro replacement module:
http://www.varilight.co.uk/configurator/product.php?code=Z0JP250-P

Link to rotary switch finishes:
http://www.varilight.co.uk/ranges/decorative-finishes.html

Dimmers for LED bulbs
Most dimmable LED bulbs must be used with a trailing-edge 
dimmer in order to work, due to their low wattage. Older 
leading-edge dimmers will not dim these bulbs, but can be 
changed by an electrician by replacing the module inside the 
switch.  

Levels of light 
These bulbs should be used in a decorative capacity.  Where strong lighting is required we recommend that spotlighting is also used.

LED Pear Double Loop 
E27 screw or B22 bayonet 
4 watts, 200 lumens, equiv 35W
Soft warm light 2,200K
Energy rating A+
138mm x 64mm
15,000 hour lifetime
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below

LED Mini Tube Spiral
E27 screw or B22 bayonet 
4 watts, 200 lumens, equiv 35W
Soft warm light 2,200K
Energy rating A+
112mm x 45mm
15,000 hour lifetime,
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below

LED Pear Spiral
E27 screw or B22 bayonet
4 watts, 200 lumens, equiv 35W
Soft warm light 2,200K
Energy rating A+
138mm x 64mm
15,000 hour lifetime,
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below

LED Pear Filament
E27 screw or B22 bayonet 
6 watts, 440 lumens, equiv 45W
Soft warm light 2,200K
Energy rating A+
138mm x 64mm
15,000 hour lifetime
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below

LED Golf Ball Spiral
E27 screw or B22 bayonet 
2.7 watts, 120 lumens, equiv 25W
Soft warm light 2,200K
Energy rating A+
70mm x 45mm
15,000 hour lifetime,
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below

LED Mini Tube Filament
E27 screw or B22 bayonet
4 watts, 310 lumens, equiv 35W
Soft warm light 2,200K
Energy rating A+
112mm x 45mm
15,000 hour lifetime, 
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below

LED Golf Ball Frosted
E27 screw or B22 bayonet 
4 watts, 400 lumens, equiv 35W
Warm White 3,0000K
Energy rating A++
72mm x 45mm
20,000 hour lifetime
2 year warranty
Non Dimmable

LED Golf Ball Gold Crown
E27 screw or B22 bayonet 
2.7 watts, 120 lumens, equiv 25W
Soft warm light 2,200K
Energy rating A+
70mm x 45mm
15,000 hour lifetime,
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below

LED Piccolo
E14 screw
2 watts, 130 lumens, equiv15W
Warm White 2,200K (tinted)
Energy rating A++
65mm x 28mm
30,000 hour lifetime, 
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below
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LED Pear Filament
E27 screw or B22 bayonet 
6 watts, 440 lumens, equiv 45W
Soft warm light 2,200K
Energy rating A+
138mm x 64mm
15,000 hour lifetime
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below

Information 

Samples 
Glass colour, flex and fitting samples from our normal hand-blown range 
of lights can be ordered as samples. We can also blow clear glass. Special 
colours can be blown at a cost of £30 per sample. 

Free-Blown and Bespoke Lighting
Bespoke commissions can be undertaken, with a quotation provided at 
the time of enquiry. As each piece is unique and free-blown, any small 
imperfections within the glass such as small bubbles, swirls, slight variations 
in shape, colour and size are part of the hand-blown process. There may 
be small chips around the drill hole, which is an inevitable feature of hand-
drilled glass. However, these will always be covered by the lamp holder.

Installation
LIGHT PIECES MUST BE INSTALLED BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN 
and in accordance with the customer’s country’s current wiring and building 
regulations. It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure all suspension 
points for any light piece is sufficient to safely hold the specified weight. 
Fixings to the ceiling are not supplied – please use suitable fixings for 
installation. Installation is the sole responsibility of the customer unless 
otherwise stated on the quotation.  

Repairs & Maintenance
Upkeep of the light piece is the sole responsibility of the customer unless 
otherwise arranged. It is important that a qualified electrician undertakes 
electrical repairs. If you damage your light we offer a full repair service and 
a quotation will be supplied at the time of enquiry.  

Cleaning
We recommend you polish the glass with a spray of water and an E-Cloth 
(www.e-cloth.com). Ensure the light is switched off when cleaning and 
care must be taken not to pull the flex or allow water to fall on the 
fitment. Regular dusting with a feather duster will also help keep the glass 
clean. Cleaning packs are available to purchase.

American Fittings
E26 fittings are supplied for North America and Japan. Instead of a three 
cord fabric twisted flex, a single braided flex is used for these fittings, 
available in all the standard flex colours. All individual parts used are UL 
rated. We do not stock E26 bulbs and these must be supplied by the 
customer.

Descriptions and Price
As the description of the goods or their prices may change at any time 
without notice, we advise that you contact us to confirm any details. Any 
weights, dimensions and capacities given are approximate only.  

 

Conditions of Sale and Payment
Orders in the UK require a minimum of 50% deposit for work to 
commence (full payment for international orders). The final invoice 
product details and addresses should be thoroughly checked, plus any 
associated drawings. For most orders we aim to deliver 6 to 8 weeks from 
receipt of your 50% deposit and final confirmation. A delivery date will 
be confirmed once this has been received.  The final balance should be 
paid sufficiently before the delivery date quoted, to allow for the clearing 
of funds, as orders will not be released/dispatched until full payment has 
been received. For larger orders and bespoke chandeliers a longer lead-
time will be required, to be confirmed at the time of ordering. If an order 
is placed but then cancelled, Curiousa Ltd will retain the deposit. 

Delivery and Collection
We deliver worldwide and costs are quoted at the time of ordering.  Any 
taxes payable at the destination port, customs clearance fees, or any other 
costs, are the responsibility of the customer.  Delivery takes approx. 6 to 8 
weeks from receipt of the deposit, unless otherwise arranged (see above). 
A dispatch note will be emailed referencing a tracking number for each 
package; all packages have to be signed for on delivery. At delivery, the light 
must be checked thoroughly for damage. If it has been damaged in transit, 
a replacement piece will be resent at no extra cost. Any damage after 
delivery is not our responsibility and replacements will incur additional 
costs. If a customer organises their own shipping, once collected from our 
premises, risk passes to the customer, and any damage incurred thereafter 
will not be our responsibility.  

Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights
Curiousa Ltd retains full rights to it’s intellectual property in relation to 
it’s products, including copyright of images, design & drawings exclusively 
prepared by Curiousa Ltd, copy from the Curiousa website or any online 
or printed media prepared by Curiousa Ltd or on it’s behalf, and that 
these rights belong solely to Curiousa Ltd.

Disclaimer
Final responsibility for the safe installation of all light pieces ultimately 
lies with the client. We accept no responsibility and will have no 
liability for any claim arising through following advice, or using 
information of any kind stated in this document, or through any form 
of communication, verbal or otherwise with Curiousa LTD or its agents. 

Terms & Conditions 
When purchasing our products you consent to accepting our terms and 
conditions, which are available to download at www.curiousa.co.uk/terms

Last updated 27.02.19

LED Piccolo
E14 screw
2 watts, 130 lumens, equiv15W
Warm White 2,200K (tinted)
Energy rating A++
65mm x 28mm
30,000 hour lifetime, 
3 year warranty
Dimmable: See below


